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1. Introduction 

Research and Development of advanced nuclear reactors in Generation IV (GEN IV) 

are limited by the selection of proper construction materials. Suitable candidate materials are 

still under extensive investigation, because their properties must be excellent to achieve high 

level of reactor system safety.  

NF 709 (Fe-20Cr-25Ni) is new austenitic steel with improved properties in compare 

to AISI steels; therefore it is also one of candidate materials. Our study is focused on 

investigation of radiation resistance as well as thermal stability of this steel - NF 709.  

 

2. Experiment 

Experimental samples 

Austenitic steel - NF 709, manufactured by NIPPON Steel, is a candidate material for 

construction of pipelines, heat exchanges and reactor internal parts. The chemical 

composition of this steel is listed in Table 1. 

 

Tab. 1.  Chemical composition of the investigated steels (in % wt.). 

Steels C Mn Ni Cr Mo Ti Si Nb N B 

NF 709 0.03 0.92 25.34 22.22 1.40 0.05 0.38 0.24 0.17 0.01 

 

This investigated steel was produced by classical process, which includes casting, 

cold-drawing, solution treatment at around 1100 °C and finally cold down by water 

quenching [1]. The samples were prepared from as-received material by cutting the steel 

sheets into suitable pieces. In order to remove surface impurities, the sample surfaces were 

polished after the cutting almost into a mirror level. 

 

Experimental treatment and technique 

The implantation experiment was performed at a linear accelerator belonging to the 

Slovak University of Technology. The samples were loaded by helium ions (He
2+

) with the 

kinetic energy up to 500 keV. The Bragg peak of the implantation is located around 950 nm 

according to a SRIM simulation [2]. The implantation level was ~ 1x10
17

 ions per cm
2
 and 

the maximum radiation damage calculated for the damaged zone was around 45 dpa. During 

the implantation, accumulation of larger vacancy defects typical for austenitic structure was 

assumed in the investigated steel. 
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The material was also exposed to high temperature of 1000 °C during 24 hours in  

99.996 % argon for purpose of thermal stability study of the steel. The thermal experiment 

was performed in autoclave belonging to Slovak Academy of Science. The pressure during 

the annealing was 8 MPa which should have simulated the pressure in nuclear reactor  

of Gen IV. 

The samples were investigated by positron annihilation methods describing the 

presence of vacancy type defects in structure, namely positron annihilation lifetime 

spectroscopy (PALS) and positron Doppler broadening spectroscopy (DBS). 

The PALS was measured in a fast-fast mode [3] with the FWHM parameter close to 

220 ps. The Variance of fit (reduced chi-square) achieved value in range of <1; 1.1>. The 

positron source of PALS was 
22

Na in a Kapton foil with the energy up to 540 keV. The PALS 

can determine the defect size and the defect concentration up to the depth ~ 120 μm.  

The DBS technique [4] with a conventional setup was applied especially for 

observation of a surface for the experimentally treated samples. The DBS spectra were 

recorded by one HPGe detector with the Gaussian resolution function of 1.24 keV. The 

energy window for a calculation of the S parameter was |Eγ – 511 keV| < 0.83 keV. The 

positrons used in the DBS measurements are acquired from a slow positron beam [5]. This 

technique can study the defect profiles as a function of the positron implantation depth in the 

samples up to 1.6 μm. Higher positron energy causes deeper penetration of positrons into 

samples which is defined by the Markhov profile [6]. 

The annealed sample was observed by SEM due to a surface colour change after the 

treatment. High resolution scanning electron microscope JEOL JSM 7600F with a chemical 

analyzer was used for observation of an oxide layer in a cross-section of the annealed sample. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

Steel NF 709 was investigated in three different states: as-received state (after the 

process of production), after the annealing for simulation of thermal strain and after the 

helium ion implantation for purpose of radiation resistance study. Positron annihilation 

lifetime spectroscopy was used for a first view of the microstructural changes due to applied 

strains. The PALS is sensitive for the layers up to ~ 120 µm, which is more than the 

implanted layers up to 1.2 µm. However around 20 % of positrons annihilate in this layer [7]; 

therefore if the change is significant even in this thin layer, a change of positron lifetime may 

also be visible. The implanted sample was studied in more detail by DBS technique studying 

surface and subsurface layers up to 1.6 µm. 

The annealing of sample took 24 hours, thus the whole sample was influenced by the 

thermal strain. This experimental treatment is convenient for classic PALS study. Our 

assumption was that the structure can transform or new vacancy defects due to effect of 

thermo-vacancies can appear during annealing. The annealing was performed in very pure 

argon; therefore an influence of environment was not expected. 

The PALS spectra were evaluated by a method of the Standard trapping model [8] in 

software LifeTime9 (LT9) [9], where the positron data are decomposed into 3 components - 

lifetimes (LT) and their intensities (I). The shortest lifetime (LT1) represents positron 

annihilation in the bulk (theoretical value in iron 110 ps [10]). Measured LT1 for as-received 

sample achieved 92 ± 3 ps, annealed and implanted samples exhibit 103 ± 2 ps. These values 

are slightly reduced (especially for as-received sample) due to a presence of defects described 

in second component. 

The second positron lifetime (LT2) characterizes the vacancy type defects and is 

dependent on the size of three dimensional vacancy clusters Vn consisting of n vacancies. Its 

values for the investigated steels achieved between 195 and 241 ps. 
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The last lifetime LT3 (>500 ps) describes in-flight annihilation, i.e. annihilation in the 

positron source and in air between the source and the samples not fully removed by a source 

correction. Its intensity is neglected (1 – 2 %); therefore it is not further presented. LT3 is 

only used for calculation of Mean lifetime which is the value not influenced by data treatment 

only by measurement uncertainty ~ 2 ps. 

The PALS results are shown in Fig. 1a which demonstrates only values describing 

defects - defect size (LT2) and defects amount proportional to intensity of positron 

annihilation in defects (I2). The LT2 of the as-received sample was the smallest (195 ± 12 ps) 

which probably indicates a presence of di-vacancies. The defects grew after the annealing 

(LT2 = 231 ± 18 ps) as well as due to the implantation (LT2 = 241 ± 14 ps). Both samples, 

annealed one as well as implanted one, contain thee-vacancies in predominance. 

The intensity of the defects (proportional to defect concentration) found in the as-

received sample was the highest; however the defects are the smallest. After both 

experimental treatments, the intensities manifested a decrease (ΔI2 ~ 8 % for annealed and  

6 % for implanted sample) which was almost the same for both treatments in light of a 

measurement uncertainty. 

The Mean lifetimes of the investigated samples achieved almost similar values. There 

is not any significant change after the experimental loads. Only the annealed sample showed 

a slight increase, which was firstly expected; however it is almost negligible due to the 

measurement uncertainty. The annealing had a small addition to defect accumulation in the 

structure. 

The MLT for the as-received and implanted samples achieved value of 153 ± 2 ps, 

while sample after the annealing 156 ± 2 ps. The change of positron data due to the 

implantation was not really assumed because the classic equipment for PALS is not sensitive 

to surface and subsurface layers up to a few µm. The change of microstructure can be more 

accurately investigated by DBS measurement studying the layers up to1.6 µm. 

 

Fig.1:  PALS results: Lifetime 2 proportional to defect size and Intensity describing positron 

annihilation in defects related to defect concentration (a), Mean lifetime proportional to 

defect presence (b). 

 

The as-received and implanted samples were further observed by DBS measuring and 

the results are shown in line-shape parameter S. The annealed sample has not yet been 

studied by this technique seeing that its microstructure changed in the whole sample not only 

in the surface and subsurface layers. The sample of NF 709 changed the colour from metallic 
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one into mat black after the annealing. The annealed sample of NF 709 is covered by an 

oxide layer (Fig. 2); although minimal oxygen content (< 4x10
-3

 %) was present in the 

autoclave during the experiment. Chemical analyses proved a presence of chromium oxides 

layer with a thickness more than 2 µm. Therefore DBS technique could not observe material 

NF 709 but only the oxide layer which was not purposive for our study. 

 

Fig.2:  SEM photos of annealed NF 709: granular oxides on the surface (a), cross-section 

with oxide layer (b). 

 

DBS results for the as-received and the implanted samples (Fig.3) are presented as a 

dependency of S parameter on positron implantation energy of positron beam, which is 

proportional to the implantation depth. The S parameter differs for the as-received and the 

implanted samples; therefore these samples have different distribution of defects in the 

investigated layers. 

For the as-received sample the monotonous decrease of S parameter is typical 

indicating almost defect-free structure. The S parameter in the surface layers and up to 

 ~ 0.2 µm (~ 10 keV) demonstrates existence of surface defects formed during manufacturing 

and later a reducing influence of defects in deeper microstructure.  

 

Fig.3:  DBS results for as-received and implanted sample of NF 709: Defect depth profile 

shown by S parameter. 

 

The S parameter for the implanted sample firstly slightly decreased due to effect of 

surface. Then the S parameter was increasing up to ~ 0.75 µm (~ 23 keV) and again slowly 

decreasing. This is an evidence of radiation damage created by the helium implantation.  
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The real maximum shown as peak of S parameter was shifted closer to a surface ~ in a depth 

of 750 nm (~ 23 keV), while SRIM calculation estimated maximum around 950 nm.  

 

4. Conclusion 

New austenitic steel NF 709, candidate materials for construction of Generation IV 

reactors, was observed in term of its stability after an exposure to very high temperature and 

irradiation. The change of microstructure was observed by positron annihilation techniques 

which demonstrated the growth of vacancy defects from di-vacanies in as-received material 

to three-vacanies in material after the thermal and implantation treatments; although the total 

change of structure was very small. Thus, NF 709 showed good resistance to tested strains 

and according to our preliminary results. Therefore, this material could be used for high 

temperature applications and interchangeable components of Generation IV reactors. In 

further works, a combination of radiation and thermal strains will be applied together in one 

sample. 
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